The first low-inflation community distributed yield-farming project on Binance Smart Chain.
TOKEN ECONOMICS

Total supply: 950,000,000 TFF

→ 30 % rewards for 3+ year period
  → 30 % for foundation
  → 20 % for marketing
→ 10 % for ecosystem (exchanges, partnerships)
→ 10 % for community airdrop
Instead of a presale that is biased towards early investors, Tutti Frutti Finance will do a community airdrop!

To participate, you will need to hold VOX(b), SBS, JUL(b) or JuID in your wallet at a random time in the next 10 days!
AIRDROP DISTRIBUTION

Below are the respective token airdrop ratio(s). If you hold one or more of the tokens below, you will receive the respective amount of TFF for all your holdings.

1 VOX(b) = 65 TFF
1 SBS = 0.25 TFF
1 JUL(b) = 100 TFF
1 JulD = 0.16 TFF
Tutti Frutti Finance will be the first mass distributed yield-farming project with a very low inflation rate!

You will be able to receive passive income in several ways:

- staking,
- liquidity providing „farming“, 
- single-asset vaults with strategies, 
- BNB retirement fund, 
- becoming a community supporter.
Tutti Frutti Finance will guarantee a minimum reward period of 3 years!

On project launch you will be able to join:

- TFF staking pool,
- TFF/BNB liquidity pool on JulSwap.

Vaults will start one week after launch!
The retirement fund will start a few weeks after launch!
Staking pool: The staking pool will receive 20% of the total rewards.

When depositing into the staking pool, a 7-day lock period will take place during which you can withdraw & claim your tokens with a penalty*.

When trying to claim your rewards after the 7-day period, a 24-hour lock period will take place during which you will not be able to withdraw tokens and rewards will not accrue.

*If you wish to withdraw your tokens during the 7-day locking period, a 20% fee will be applied. Half of the fee will go to the treasury, 25% will be burned and 25% will be distributed back to holders.
Liquidity pool: The liquidity pools will receive 75% of the total rewards.

When trying to claim your rewards, a 24-hour lock period will take place during which you will not be able to withdraw tokens and rewards will not accrue.

Earn attractive rewards by becoming a liquidity provider!
YIELD GENERATION PLATFORM

Vaults: Single-asset staking pools accepting deposits in BNB/BUSD and other tokens that will provide self-compounding interest using underlying strategies.

Tokens will be deposited into JulSwap, Venus and others to provide users with attractive rewards with no risk.

Fees will be set at 10.0%

5.0% automatic buyback, 3.0% strategist, 1.0% retirement fund, 1.0% caller fee
YIELD GENERATION PLATFORM

We will also be opening a unique feature for our dear supporters! We are proud to present the

TUTTI FRUTTI RETIREMENT FUND

10 % of the revenue generated by our platform will be given back to our members!

As a participant in the staking pool, you will be able to join the retirement fund for a minimum lock period of 2 weeks to receive BNB rewards!

Tutti Frutti Finance is all about the community, so let’s all earn together!
COMMUNITY CONTESTS

The funds collected by the project treasury will be used for community activities!

Design contests, meme competitions, tutorial video submissions and more will be financed by the project treasury to reward active community supporters and creators!

Tutti Frutti Finance is one big berry family!

Go banana and create your favorite fruity designs... we'll make sure to share it with the entire community.
Although we might be berry playful with our platform design, be sure we have very juicy ideas for the future of Tutti Frutti Finance!

Our initial plans will include but are not limited to:

- **Q2 2021** – Platform launch on BSC
- **Q2 2021** – Retirement fund launch
- **Q2 2021** – BNB and BUSD vault launch
- **Q3 2021** – Ethereum integration via token bridge
- **Q3 2021** – Community governance and supporter forum
- **Q4 2021** – Polkadot & Cardano integration
- **Q4 2021** – Mobile application with cross-chain support
DEVELOPMENT TEAM

We are experienced solidity engineers & full-stack developers with a track record in decentralized finance projects.

We’ve successfully launched the Vox Finance and StaysBASE projects prior to Tutti Fruity Finance and we’re happy to be expanding more into the Binance Smart Chain community with amazing advisors and partners!

If you’d like to learn more about Luka, Jure & Patrick, make sure to visit our website tuttifrutti.finance!
Would you like to learn more about our project? Use one of the following platforms to get in touch with us:

tuttifruti.finance
hello@tuttifruti.finance

Twitter: @TuttiFruttiFi
Telegram: @TuttiFruttiFi
The first low-inflation community distributed yield-farming project on Binance Smart Chain.
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